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| GRUINARD ISLAND

| 1. You will recall that our tuo Divisions have been in touch
In re3ation to providing answers to queries from the Edinburgh
I Yeitore representing the present owners of Gruinard Island,
Dive vecently been reviewing with CDE the present atate of play

ve. onthe whole auestion of Gruinard Island, and I attach a copy of
| o etser which I nave written to Dr Beswick, end wifich I hope is

BS tepibnatory. In partioular you will see that I suggest positive
Soiiotarial and PR use of mew data which CDE heve produced, If this

greed, it would open the way to a ressonably informstive letter,
1 ime which we could agree as usual, to the Solicitors, thus ful-

_ $hii0% the HD's undertaking to keep them in touch with progress.

so. 2, I also attach a copy of a letber which T heve written bo
| Birector (DB (together with his earlier one to me) in regard to

Preuss which CDE has produced relative to the possibility of
| ation of the mainland in the vicinity of Gruinard Islend.
! Soon will soe, T suggest the inclusion of consideration of this

AeTr discussions which ODE is to have with SSHD/DAFS, Before
| Avarking on these discussions, however, it seems important to be

i hat responsibilities and/or liabilities the HOD might con-
i Se Jheert to nave should a degree of probability be established
| eT avawax contamination of the mainland had occurred as a resuly
| activities on Gruinerd Island, I should emphasise that this

Ot avt seem likely on the basis of the new meteorological data
ute; "2 em simply considering the possible future position if
Soneligations ino this matter were pursued, and gave rise to the
probability I have mentioned.

3. Two aspects occur to me, though there may well be others. I
3ioume that the normal expectation, if contemination of land out=
Side MOD boundaries was found to have resulted from activities
Saofde these boundaries, would be for the owners of the land con=

| comned to mount @ clain for compensation which would be dealt with
on its merits. It occurs to me that the present case may be
Gomplicated by the fact that we are (though we have given no public
undertaking of success, or even finally of making the Tebonpt 8%
Toast contemplating undertaking decontamination of anthrax-infected
lend. Tt is of course true that we are and have ben for some bime
in oeupation of tat lend, and thay the sate is not true of the
adjacent mainland; but I wondered whether, once it was known (if this
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